
Research published by 
Brunel University’s Centre 
for Human Performance, 
Exercise and Rehabilitation 
has resulted in some 
significant developments 
for the current generation of 
Frog lightweight kids’ bikes. 

By testing some 250 children 
of all sizes from age 2 to 16 
on a uniquely designed and 
purpose built bike fitting 
rig, the research team at 
Brunel has uncovered some 
key findings about the 
optimal riding positions for 
children. The objective of 
the independent study was to identify the ideal position for kids to 
give them ultimate comfort as well as an efficient position on the bike.

The factors examined included seat height, drop/rise (vertical distance 
between saddle and handlebars), reach (horizontal position between 
saddle and handlebars), seat tube angle and the handlebar width. This 
pioneering study showed results which were at times unexpected.  
But according to Jerry Lawson at Frog Bikes, it confirmed what he has 
always believed: “The geometry of a child’s bike should not just be that 
of a scaled-down adult bike. Young riders’ needs are very different and 
we always strive to meet those specific needs with our range of bikes.”

HIGHER RISE
The vertical position of the handlebars (drop/rise) was very much down 
to individual preference, but almost all children involved in the study 
needed to have their handlebars higher than their saddle. Frog has 
taken this result on board and slightly increased their fork lengths to 
allow a higher handle bar position on the current generation of bikes. 
In addition, Frog offers a stem riser adaptor, which will enable the child 
to achieve an even higher handlebar position if they so wish to. The 
study also demonstrated that as kids become more experienced on 
bikes they are more comfortable on a saddle height that is in line with 
the handlebars.

MORE COMFORTABLE REACH
Results from the study showed that reach (horizontal distance 
between saddle and handlebars) can be predicted by only two simple 
measures (arm and torso length). That’s good news for a bike store 
trying to get the best fit for kids: these 2 measurements are easy 
to take.  In response to the findings of this study, Frog has reduced 
the length of their top tubes to ensure that every child will be able 
to achieve a comfortable reach in accordance with the results of this 
study. In other words, the geometry of Frog’s bike frames pay specific 
attention to children’s unique body dimensions (“children are not 
miniature adults!”). As before, longer stems are available, allowing each 
bike to grow with the child. 

CHANGEABLE HANDLE BARS
Somewhat surprisingly, the study found that there was no correlation 
in children between the most comfortable hand position and shoulder 
width. The most comfortable position varied widely amongst the 
group studied. To accommodate the individual nature of the most 
comfortable handlebar width, we recommend that, if needed, 
Frog riders ask their local Frog dealer to swap the handlebar to 
accommodate their preference. Frog’s brakes and gears can easily be 
repositioned on the handlebars for the small minority of children who 
would benefit from a narrower hand position.

OPTIMAL CRANK LENGTH
It’s important that kids can put power into their pedals throughout 
the life of their bike, from when they first start riding it to when they 
have nearly grown out of it.  Previous research* recommends that the 
crank length for children should approximate 20% of their leg length. 
Based on this recommendation, the current generation of Frog bikes 
has slightly shorter cranks than before, thus giving the kids a more 
efficient and comfortable riding position. Another consideration is that 
children’s  legs grow at a faster rate than the rest of their body. To 
accommodate this, Frog Bikes uses the same type of crank across their 
entire hybrid range, and has large cranks available from their stockists 
to swap as a child grows. 
(* ref Jim Martin 2002)

Frog Bikes has used this scientific data to accommodate children’s 
unique body dimensions and individual preferences in order to achieve 
maximum comfort for all young riders. This ground-breaking research 
clearly shows that there are some significant improvements in the 
way kids’ bikes should be built, and the way manufacturers should 
approach the geometry of kids’ bikes.  If they do that, there should 
be great strides in making the riding experience more enjoyable for 
children.

NARROW Q-FACTOR
As children have shorter legs than adults, the distance between the 
two pedals needs to be narrower. If the distance between the two 
pedals (“Q-factor”) is too wide, the riding action will become less 
efficient, which is likely due to a large proportion of the pedal forces 
being directed outward rather than in the direction of the movement. 
To accommodate this, Frog bikes are equipped with patented, straight-
shaped cranks, whose Q-factor is up to 20mm narrower compared to 
traditional cranks.

FROGFIT
Frog Bikes have an online fitting tool to help stores get the perfect 
Frog for their customer. By entering the measurements of the inside 
leg and arm length, you can quickly identify the best Frog bike for the 
child. FrogFit can be accessed from within your trade account on the 
Frog B2B site. FrogFit can be downloaded from the App Store or from 
Google Play.
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https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/frogfit/id1332651926
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.frogbikes.FrogFit.Android
https://www.frogbikes.co.uk/?whence=
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/frogfit/id1332651926
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.frogbikes.FrogFit.Android

